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HEAD LAMPS
Let’s say it straight… we love our head lamps and are crazy about all 
the options this type of product offers. The combination of good lighting 
and being able to have both hands free while you’re working is nothing 
short of brilliant. 

Our range of head lamps features 5 different products that together 
cover all the requirements for a modern head lamp. 

You will notice that from 2019, our product guarantee for high-end 
products has been extended to 5 years. The explanation is quite simple. 
Our products are designed so they quite simply just keep working.

H600-R H1 H2-R H3 H4-R

Lumen. High/low 630/85 365/75 420/82 330/110 410/45

IP rating IP X5 IP44 IP65 IP44 IP45

Battery incl.

1 pc 18650 - 
3.7V - 2600mAh 

- 9.62Wh 
Lithium-ion

3 pcs AAA

1 pc 18650 - 
3.7V - 2600mAh 

- 9.62Wh 
Lithium-ion

3 pcs AAA

1 pc 832937 – 
3.7V 1000mAh 
– 3.7Wh Lithium 

polymer

Guarantee 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Zoom Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Head strap Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable

Run time (high 
mode)

4.2 hours 1.5 hours 4.2 hours 1.5 hours 3 hours

Packaging Box Box Box Box Box

Charging level 
indicator

Yes No Yes No Yes

Colli size 6 pcs 6 pcs 6 pcs 6 pcs 6 pcs

H600-R 700H600-R

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore,  
Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual, interchangeable/rechargeable 
battery + charging cable (Type-C USB).

We introduce the H600-R as our new flagship head lamp. 

This latest technological development - including the ability to control 
LED heat emission - means that we can introduce a head lamp built 
around a 10W LED bulb. It’s no exaggeration to say that this head 
lamp exceeds all expectations for the amount of light a head lamp 
can deliver. 

Use the zoom function to focus the beam, activate maximum light 
output and you will, for example, be able to see every small move-
ment at the edge of a forest 200m away. 

The H600-R is not the head lamp for the professional user who “just” 
wants a lamp for casual daily use. However, for those who need a 

state-of-the-art head lamp that can be used in any situation, the 
H600-R is the ideal product. Believe us when we say that this head 
lamp will never let you down. The H600-R is designed with a unique 
battery solution that means that you will never run out of power. An 
intelligent easy-to-open battery base allows for very easy exchange 
of the rechargeable battery – less than 5 seconds and the battery 
has been changed!

As an extra option, we also offer the H600-R as a kit (Elwis number 
700H600KIT) with 1 H600-R, one charger and two extra batteries. 
It goes without saying that this feature means that the H600-R sets 
new standards for what a head lamp can be used for.

85 AND 
630 LUMENS

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

INTER-
CHANGEABLE +  
RECHARGEABLE 

RED SAFETY 
LED IN BACK
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H1 700H1 H2-R 700H2-R-A OR B

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, DIY, Outdoor, Industrial, Hobby.

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and 3x AAA Alkaline Duracell 
batteries.

Recommended usage:
Professional Craftsmanship, Off-shore,  
Hunting/fishing, Outdoor, Industrial, Off-road.

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual, rechargeable battery and 
charging cable (Type micro USB).

365 AND 75 
LUMENS

82 AND 420 
LUMENS

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

3 X AAA 
ALKALINE

RECHARGEABLE RED SAFETY 
LED IN BACK

Elwis H1 is a professional lightweight head lamp that offers 
great work light due to an extra wide beam angle.

Since we introduced the 1st version of the H1 head lamp 6 years ago, 
this head lamp has been super popular and among our best selling 
products. It is a lightweight head lamp that offers superb work light 
because of an extra wide beam angle.

With a total weight of 130 grams only (batteries included) this head 
lamp is extra comfortable to wear during a long work day.
 
The lamp has been developed using the best components possible 
to create an especially robust product.

The use of dry cell batteries comes with the advantage that batteries 
can be replaced quickly and wherever you are.

The H2-R head lamp is a true workhorse and possibly the 
most versatile head lamp you can dream of. 

Powered by a 2600mAh rechargeable battery and fueled by a 5W 
Cree LED, this head lamp sparks out a fantastic 420 lumen and will 
do so for a long time! Even at high mode, the battery will last up to 4 
hours (10% output after 4.2 hours). Adjust the light to low mode (82 
lumen output) and you enjoy great work light for up to 12 hours.

With a total weight of only 163 grams and the battery pack placed in 
the back this head lamp is super comfortable to wear regardless of 
what you use it for. This is exactly what the Professional craftsman or 
outdoor enthusiast needs.
The twist style optical focus system allows you to adjust the light 
angle exactly as you need it.

As an extra feature, the H2-R comes with a red light (8 lumen) in the 
back of the head lamp that warns people behind that there is some-
one ahead of them.

700H2-R-A comes with a charger for EU plugs, 700H2-R-B comes 
with a charger for UK plugs.

HEAD LAMPS HEAD LAMPS

45 AND 
410 LUMENS

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

RECHARGEABLE RED LEDS 
IN FRONT

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Off-shore,  
Hunting/fishing, Outdoor, Industrial, Off-road.

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual, rechargeable battery and 
charging cable (Type micro USB).

The H4-R is yet another high-end head lamp that provides 
unbelievable value for money as well as red night light. 

We’ll stick our necks out and say that every professional craftsman 
and outdoor enthusiast needs a HR4-R in their toolbox or rucksack. 
We have placed the battery pack at the front (behind the lens) and 
added a simple (but robust) head strap. This means that when folded 
up, the head lamp only measures 4 x 5 cm!!!  This, combined with an 
overall weight of just 109 g means that the H4-R is the perfect tool for 
any professional craftsman or mechanic working on his or her back 
under a vehicle, as well as being an indispensable companion for the 
outdoor enthusiast.  

As a special function, we have put two small diodes at the front of the 
lamp that deliver red night light. Hold the on/off switch down for two 
seconds to activate the red light.

The H4-R is powered by a rechargeable battery which can also be 
exchanged by 3 X AAA batteries! 

Accessories:
Extra battery: BAT010

H4-R 700H4-R 

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, DIY, Outdoor, Industrial, Hobby.

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and 3x AAA Alkaline Duracell 
batteries.

110 AND 330 
LUMENS

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

3 X AAA 
ALKALINE

FLEX & ZOOM 
FUNCTION

Elwis H3 is a professional lightweight head lamp that comes 
with zoom function.

The Elwis H3 head lamp is based on the same product platform as 
the H1 head lamp. The head/lens of the product has been designed 
differently, though, and the H3 comes with the ability to zoom in the 
light when great work light is needed at longer distance.
 
The use of dry cell batteries comes with the advantage that batteries 
can be replaced quickly and wherever you are.

One good feature of the H3 is that we have given the lamp a light 
output of 110 lumen in ”low mode”. In most situations, 110 lumens is 
enough to offer great work light and at this mode the batteries will last 
up to 9 hours.

H3 700H3
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FLASHLIGHTS
Who doesn’t love a good flashlight and the pleasure of lighting up a dark room/space with just 

one click... we certainly do!

With 9 different product variations to choose from, our range of flashlights is more extensive 

than ever. Four of these comes with a packaging suitable for sale in shops. The other 5 are (as 

previously) presented in an attractive coloured box for sale ”over the counter”.

In 2019 we are extended our product guarantee (for high-end products) to 5 years.

The explanation is quite simple. Our products are designed so they quite simply just keep

working, so we might as well extend our product guarantee to 5 years!

P610 P320-R P370 P110 S8 S1 S5 S9UV S7

Lumen 610/83 320/63 370 110 810/175 420/49 320 395-410nm 110

IP rating IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65

Battery incl. 4 pcs AAA
1 pc 14500 – 

3,7V – 750mAh
3 pcs AAA 1 pc AA

1stk 18650 
- 3.7V - 

2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh 

Lithium-ion

4 pcs AAA 3 pcs AAA 3 pcs AAA 2 pcs AAA

Guarantee 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Zoom Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Run time (high beam) 2.7 hours 2.6 hours 1.2 hours 5 hours 4.5 hours 2.2 hours 1.5 hours 6.9 hours 3 hours

Packaging Blister + display Blister + display Blister + display Blister + display Box Box Box Box Box

Shock-proof from 1 meter Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Collli size 8 pcs 12 pcs 8 pcs 12 pcs 4 pcs 8 pcs 6 pcs 6 pcs 6 pcs
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Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore,  
Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Blister pack. 4 x AAA batteries included.  
Pouch included

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftsmanship, Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Blister pack. 3 x AAA batteries included. Pouch included

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore, 
Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Blister pack. Rechargeable battery included

Recommended usage:
Professional craftsmanship, DIY, Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Blister pack. 1 x AA battery included

610 LUMENS 370 LUMENS320 LUMENS 110 LUMENS5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

EXTRA  
DURABLE

3 X AAA 
ALKALINE

USB CABLE  
INCLUDED

EXTRA  
DURABLE

SLIDING FOCUS SLIDING FOCUSSLIDING FOCUS IP65

The P610 is an extra powerful flashlight that delivers an amaz-
ing 610 lumen output. 

If you require a lot of work light, look no further than the P610 flash-
light. This flashlight features a 10W Cree LED that really delivers a 
powerful light. Believe us when we say that you will be amazed by the 
bright and clear work light offered by this product.
 
This flashlight comes with a zoom function. Focus the beam, activate 
maximum light output and you will, for example, be able to see every 
small movement at the edge of a forest 200m away.
 
In spite of its unbelievably strong beam, the P610 only weighs 173 g 
(including batteries) and can easily be carried in a jacket pocket.
This makes it an extremely versatile flashlight for both indoor and 
outdoor use.
 
Product packaging is designed with a smart TRY ME” function.
This allows for testing in the store/shop without opening the package.

The P370 is an outstanding value for money flashlight. 

We have designed the P370 using the best components available on 
the market but without going crazy with product specifications. The 
idea was to design and produce a flashlight that does exactly what a 
good flashlight should and at the most attractive price possible.
 
Make no mistake, the P370 is really a professional tool that´s the fa-
vourite choice of many Professional Craftsmen. It is lightweight, extra 
durable (as all Elwis PRO products) and the flashlight’s 5W Cree LED 
is powered by 3 x AAA that can be easily removed and replaced.
 
Product packaging is designed with a smart TRY ME” function.
This allows for testing in the store/shop without opening the package.

The P320-R is a high-end rechargeable flashlight that gives 
incredible value for money.

It delivers everything you could desire from a professional flashlight. It 
has a light output of 320 lumen, a focusable beam, a battery lifetime 
of more than two hours at high beam (10% output after 2.6 hours) 
and it is watertight (IP65). 

In addition, the P320-R weighs just 86 g (including battery) and is only 
12 cm long. This means that you can now have a fully professional 
flashlight in your breast pocket that delivers much more light and 
for just as long as those metal tubes we used to carry around 12-13 
years ago! We guarantee you’ll be impressed by the amount of light 
this little product delivers.

The P320-R is powered by a rechargeable battery but is also de-
signed so that this can be replaced by 1 AA battery. Furthermore, 
the P320-R is equipped with a unique “turn to cover” function. This 
means that the Micro USB charging input is protected when the bat-
tery is not charging. This prevents moisture and damp getting in.

Product packaging is designed with a smart TRY ME” function.
This allows for testing in the store/shop without opening the package.

The P110 is a small and handy flashlight that you can carry 
with you everywhere.

Its simplicity is what makes the P110 such a fantastic piece of 
equipment. It is powered by 1 x AA battery and weighs 76 g. It has an 
output of 110 lumen and will still deliver light after 5 hours use (10% 
output after 5 hours). What more can one want from a professional 
flashlight with 5 years guarantee and a RRP of less than € 25?

Product packaging is designed with a smart TRY ME” function.
This allows for testing in the store/shop without opening the package.

FLASHLIGHTS FLASHLIGHTS

P320R 700P320RP610 700P610 P110 700P110P370 700P370 
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S8 700S8 A OR B

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor,  Off-shore, 
Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Box. Rechargeable battery, charging cable,  
pouch, lanyard and charger included.

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore, Industrial, Off-
road

Packaging:
Box. 3 x AAA, pouch, and lanyard included.

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore, Industrial, Off-
road

Packaging:
Box. 4 x AAA, pouch, and lanyard included

Recommended usage:
Professional craftsmanship, DIY, Industrial, Off-road

Packaging:
Blister pack. 1 x AA battery included

810 LUMENS

320 LUMENS

420 LUMENS

110 LUMENS

110 LUMENS
5 YEARS 

GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

IP65 / IK 07

3 X AAA 
ALKALINE

SLIDING FOCUS

EXTRA  
DURABLE

2 X AAA 
ALKALINE

RECHARGEABLE

EXTRA  
DURABLE

EXTRA  
DURABLE

IP65

EXTRA 
DURABLE

The S8 is a rechargeable flashlight that has every feature one 
could wish for in a professional flashlight.

Elwis S8 is really a powerful high-end flashlight that delivers a fantas-
tic 810 lumen!
 
It has been designed for outdoor use in any weather condition.
This flashlight is IP65 rated as it is designed with a unique “turn to 
cover” function that ensures complete protection/sealing of the Micro 
USB charging input (it is sealed when the flashlight isn’t charging).
This eliminates any risk of moisture and water entering the device.
 
The S8 flashlight is powered by a 2600 mAh rechargeable battery 
that gives up to 4 hours of light - even at high output mode.
It comes with two separate chargers that allows for both 220V 
charging + 5V charging in for example a car.
 
For good reasons, the Elwis S8 flashlight is the preferred flashlight of 
many Professionals.
 
700S8A comes with a charger for EU plugs.
700S8B comes with a charger for UK plugs.

The S5 is quite simply designed to deliver incredible value for 
money.

Our S5 delivers exactly what you need from a flashlight in most 
situations. A good, strong beam with great light quality, as well as the 
ability to focus (zoom). Add to this the fact that the S5 is supplied with 
a smart belt pouch that only weighs 39 g. What more can anyone 
want from a professional flashlight for everyday use?

Elwis S1 is a multi-functional flashlight enjoying great  
popularity.

Since we first introduced the S1 flashlight (version 1) eight years ago, 
this product has really proved its worth.
 
In short, it is a very versatile product. For instance, one great feature 
of the S1 is stepless dimming (10% - 100%). This means that the light 
output can be adjusted to give you exactly the light intensity that you 
need.
 
Other functions, such as an automatic SOS signal is also built into the 
S1. Needless to say, it also comes with a zoom function.
 
The flashlight delivers a 420 lumen light output and it is powered by 4 
x AAA batteries. This product is IP65 rated.

Our S9 is a specially developed product that delivers UV light 
in the spectrum of 395-410nm.

This product is suitable for use in the inspection of the aircon systems 
of cars, or checking currency notes, DNA marks etc. The S9 comes 
with a 395-410 nanometer, i.e. UVA (long wave) as opposed to 
UVB (280-315nm medium wave) and UVC (200-280nm) which can 
damage the skin and should only be used by professionals used to 
working with UVB/UVC light.

FLASHLIGHTS FLASHLIGHTS

S1 700S1 S5 700S5 S9 UV 700S9 

Recommended usage: 
Professional Craftsmanship, Outdoor, Off-shore, Industrial, Off-road

Packaging: Box. 3 x AAA, pouch and lanyard included.

The S7 is our entry level professional flashlight. 

The S7 is the perfect choice when you need a flashlight that does 
not take up much space. The flashlight comes with a clip and with a 
combined weight of just 58 g makes it ideal for clipping into your shirt 
pocket! In short, this is a product you will always have at hand.

The lifetime of 2 AAA batteries is up to 3 hours. The flashlight has a 
fixed beam and can deliver an effective working light within a field of 
5 meters.

S7 700S7
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NEW SERIES OF MULTI-
FUNCTIONAL LED LAMPS
This year, we introduce 2 new products with a revolutionary design and build.
These are products that offer true multi functionality. We consider them as 
“crossovers” in between traditional flashlights, head lamps and inspection lamps.  

N400-R C600-R

Lumen. High/low 400/160 600/300

IP rating IPX6 IPX5

Battery incl.
1 x 14500: 3.7V - 800mAh - 

2.96Wh - Lithium rechargeable 
battery

1 x 18650. 3.7V - 2600mAh - 
9.62Wh - Lithium rechargeable

Guarantee 5 years 5 years

Run time  
(high mode)

8 (low beam) / 2.5 (high beam) 4 (low beam), 2 (high beam)

Packaging Cardboard blister for hanging Box with hanger

Charging level 
indicator

No No

Colli size 8 pcs 9 pcs

Recommended usage:  
Professional craftsmen, technicians and outdoor enthusiasts. 

Packaging:
Cardboard blister, manual, USB - MICRO USB charging cable

Recommended usage:  
Professional craftsmen, technicians and mechanichs. 

Packaging:
Box with hanger, manual, USB - MICRO USB charging cable

400 LUMENS EXTRA DURABLE5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

RECHARGEABLE RECHARGEABLEIPX6 IPX5

Combined head lamp and mini work lamp.

Elwis N400-R is a unique combination of a head lamp and a mini 
work lamp.
 
On one hand, N400-R is a great head lamp that offers a bright and 
clear work light with a wide beam angle.

On the other hand, the lamp can be detached from the head strap so 
it can be used as a stand-alone work lamp.

As with other Elwis work lamps it fastens to any magnetic surface 
(magnet in the bottom). It also comes with a steel clip allowing for the 
lamp to be fastened to a belt or pocket.
 
With a light output of 400 lumen, this product will supply great work 
light. It comes with a rechargeable 800mAh Li-ion battery.

Combined work lamp and mini task lamp.

Elwis N600-R is a unique combination of a super versatile work lamp 
and mini task lamp.
 
This is a rechargeable COB lamp that sparks out either 600 lumens 
(high mode) or 300 lumens (low mode).

It is ultra-compact, yet very powerful and durable. The unique feature 
of this product is that it can be rotated 360° allowing for great flexibil-
ity when in use. 3 very strong magnets (build into the base) allow for 
the product to be mounted to magnetic surfaces.

A build-in hook also function as an option for fastening.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL LAMPS

600-R 8N600-RN400-R 8N400-R 
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INSPECTION LAMPS
We have been producing great work lights for workshops and industry  
since the middle of the last century and inspection lamps remain an integral part 
of our DNA.

In our 2020/2021 range, we have 8 different inspection lamps for every type of 
work situation.

Our two flagship products come with a unique concept that ensures that, as 
a professional, you will always have an effective working light throughout your 
working day - using just one inspection lamp.

C150-R C350-R C600-R C610-R D0 D2 D4 D6

Lumen. High/low 150/70 350
100-600 

dimmable + 
100

100-600 
dimmable

140 + 100 250/125 + 80 420/80 500/140

IP rating IP20 IP65 IP65 IP65 IP20 IP54 IP52 IP65

Battery incl.
2 x 10840 3.7V 

600 mAh
1 x 18650 3.7V 

2000 mAh

1 pc 18650 
- 3.7V - 

2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh 

Lithium-ion

1 pc 18650 
- 3.7V - 

2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh 

Lithium-ion

1 pc 14430 – 
3,7V – 650mAh 

– 2,4Wh 
Lithium-ion

1 pc 18650 
- 3.7V - 

2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh 

Lithium-ion

1 x 18650. 3.7V 
- 2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh - 

Lithium

1 x 18650. 3.7V 
- 2600mAh 
- 9.62Wh - 

Lithium

Guarantee 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Run time (high mode) 2,5 3 1.8 hours 1.8 hours 2.5 hours 4 hours 2,5 2

Packaging
Box with 
hanger

Box with 
hanger

Box Box Box Box
Box with 
hanger

Box with 
hanger

Charging level indicator No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Colli size 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs 12 pcs
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C350-R 14C350-R

INSPECTION LAMPS INSPECTION LAMPS

C150-R 14C150-R

Inspection lamp and pencil light in one

The C150-R is a super handy flashlight and inspection lamp with all 
the advantages that comes with a small and lightweight product.
The C150-R provides 150 lumen in the front light and 70 lumen in the 
top flashlight.

As a backup inspection lamp and a work tool always at hand wherev-
er you go in the workshop – the D0 is a perfect solution.

It weighs only 37 gram and can be clipped onto either a shirt pocket 
or a belt or you can use the magnet in the back.
Fast charging via USB-C.

Very durable handlamp with high CRI

C350-R is a very durable hand lamp designed for professional electri-
cians, technicians and mechanics.
 
This hand lamp has been designed to withstand the harsh environ-
ment in the workshop. It is IP65 rated and we have done anything 
possible to protect components from external shocks.
 
It offers a very high light quality. Also, it comes with CRI 95+ to offer a 
light color as close to natural light as possible.
 
Built-in magnets in both the bottom and on the backside of the prod-
uct allows for easy fastening in various positions. It also has a built-in 
hook.
 
Approximately 5 minutes before the C-350 runs out of battery, it 
will flash 5 times. The idea is to help the mechanic/electrician not to 
forget the lamp in a dark work environment.
 
C350-R is a part of the Elwis Battery concept with easily replaceable 
batteries.

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftsmanship, Industrial and automotive

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and charging cable (type USB C)

150 LUMENS5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

RECHARGEABLE DUO LIGHT 
OUTPUT

C610-R 14C610-R 

No more running out of power with your mobile inspection 
lamp - even though you’ve been using it all day!

The C610-R is a completely newly-developed Elwis inspection lamp 
that provides everything you’ve come to expect from an Elwis lamp... 
plus a bit more 

Let’s begin with the basics... the C610-R delivers nothing less than 
the perfect working light, illuminating narrow spaces no other working 
light can reach. This is an inspection lamp that comes into its own in 
workshops where light is required in confined spaces - a cramped 
engine compartment, for example. 

A good inspection lamp should also be dimmable. In the workshop, 
full beam (the C610 is 600 lumen) can sometimes be too bright. We 
have therefore designed the C610-R with a user-friendly dimmer that 
can dim the light output from 15 – 100%.

And, of course now there’s no more running out of power after a 
couple of hours work and having to replace one inspection lamp with 
another! The C610-R is designed with our unique battery solution 
which means in practice that it’s really easy to replacharce the re-
chargeable battery. 
 
The battery can be replaced in less than five seconds!  
Buy the C610-R as a kit (Elwis number 700C610KIT) in which one 
C610-R is supplied with 2 extra batteries and a charger. With this 
solution, your C610-R will set new standards for what you can expect 
from an inspection lamp. 

Recommended usage:  
Professional workshops and autorepair, industrial

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual, rechargeable battery and 
charging cable (type micro USB).

600 LUMENS5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

INTER-
CHANGEABLE  

+ RECHARGEABLE

IP65

C600-R 14C600-R

The C600-R is a newly-developed Elwis inspection lamp, 
designed with our new unique battery solution.

The C600-R is our take on an inspection lamp that gives you incredi-
ble value for money.
 
It is a professional inspection lamp that has been designed from A 
to Z using the best components on the market and with top quality 
construction. All its sensitive components are protected as effectively 
as possible.  Put bluntly... this lamp can easily stand being dropped 
on the floor.
 
In the workshop, full beam (the C600-R is 600 lumen) can sometimes 
be too bright. We have therefore designed the C600-R with a us-
er-friendly dimmer that can dim the brightness from 15 – 100%.
 
As an extra feature, the C600-R is equipped with a 100 lumen torch 
in the top.
 
The C600-R is designed with our unique battery solution with easily 
replaceable batteries. For instance, buy the C600-R as a kit (Elwis 
number 700C600KIT) in which one C600-R is supplied with 2 extra 
batteries and a charger. With this solution, your C600-R will set new 
standards for what you can expect from an inspection lamp.

Recommended usage:  
Professional workshops and autorepair, industrial, outdoor, off-
shore, off-road

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual, rechargeable battery and 
charging cable (type micro USB)

EXTRA DURABLE5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

INTER-
CHANGEABLE  

+ RECHARGEABLE

IP65

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftsmanship, Industrial and automotive

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and charging cable (type USB C)

350 LUMENS5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

INTER-
CHANGEABLE

IP65
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D2 14052 

INSPECTION LAMPS INSPECTION LAMPS

D0 14050

The D0 is a super handy inspection lamp with all the advan-
tages that comes with a small and lightweight product. 

To be fair, the D0 does not provide the work light needed for a long 
days work in a Professional work environment. We would not recom-
mend this product to be your main work tool.

As a backup inspection lamp and a work tool always at hand wher-
ever you go in the workshop – the D0 is a perfect solution. It weights 
only 50 gram and can be clipped onto either a shirt pocket or a belt.

The D2 is a high quality inspection lamp designed to “do the 
job” in modern workshop environments.

Used as an inspection lamp, it provides a light output of 250 lumen. It 
also has a built-in torch in the top. This torch will provide a light output 
of 80 lumen – enough to light up hidden gems.

The D2’s design and construction is super robust and it will not let 
you down even when used in a tough environment. It comes with 
built-in magnets in both the bottom and on the backside of the 
product allowing for fastening in various different positions. If more 
flexibility is needed, the head of the inspection lamp can be twisted 
180 degree. In short, D2 is a super flexible inspection lamp. 

Recommended usage:  
Professional craftsmanship, workshops, 
industrial, outdoor, off-shore, off-road.

Packaging:
Color box with user manual and  
charging cable (type micro USB).

140 LUMENS 
(TORCH 100 LUMENS)

250 lumenS 
(Torch 80 lumenS)

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

HIGH CRI HIGH CRIDUO LIGHT 
OUTPUT

HOOK AND 
FLEX 180°

D6 14056

Very durable hand lamp with high CRI

The D6 hand lamp is a handy and very durable hand lamp that 
comes with CRI 95+ to offer a light color as close to natural light 
as possible. In many automotive garages this is appreciated when 
searching for scratches or when one inspects ie. paint finish.
 
The hand lamp comes with a strong magnet in the bottom and a 
strong hook in the top. We have added a flashlight to the top end of 
the hand lamp.
 
The hand lamp is rechargeable and we have designed it with a low 
battery warning. The charging level indicator starts to flash before the 
battery turns off.
 
We deliver the D6 with 4 silicone rubber bands in different colors.
These can be fitted to the hand lamp to offer easy identification of the 
lamp.

HOOK AND 
FLEX 180°

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

HIGH CRI IP65 & IK07

D4 14054

Ultra slim hand lamp with high CRI

Elwis D4 has been designed for use in industrial and automotive 
workshops. The hand lamp comes with a strong magnet in the 
bottom, it can be twisted 120 degrees and we have added a flashlight 
to the top end of the hand lamp. The result is a hand lamp perfect for 
work in ie. the engine compartment of a car or truck.
 
We have also designed D4 with CRI 95+ to offer a light color as close 
to natural light as possible. In many automotive garages this is appre-
ciated when searching for scratches etc.
 
The hand lamp is rechargeable and we have designed it with a low 
battery warning – the charging level indicator starts to flash before 
battery turns off. We deliver the D4 with 4 silicone rubber bands in 
different colors. These can be fitted to the hand lamp to offer easy 
identification of the lamp.

Recommended usage:  
Professional painters and refurnish workers,  
Industrial and automotive

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and  
charging cable (type Micro USB)

Recommended usage:  
Professional painters and refurnish workers,  
Industrial and automotive

Packaging:
Attractive box with user manual and  
charging cable (type Micro USB)

250 LUMENS 
(TORCH 80 
LUMENS)

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

HIGH CRI FLEXIBLE

Recommended usage:  
Semi-professional craftsmanship, workshops,
industrial, outdoor, off-shore, off-road.

Packaging:
Color box with user manual and charging cable (type micro 
USB).
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TASK LAMPS
We are extremely proud of our Task lams for all demanding professional users.
Some years ago, one of our sellers asked the simple
question: Why are all task lamps so boring to look at ... why can’t we
develop a series of task lamps with a smart new design?

We rose to the challenge, allied ourselves with a brilliant product designer
and began from scratch with a development project that has resulted in
the new TL5000 and TL5000-R lamps.

We dare say that... These are the smartest task lamps on the market and
will be a joy to all who use them.

TL2000-R TL5000 TL2

Lumen. High/low 2000/800 5000 1200/600

IP rating Lamp IP65 / Charger IP20 IP65 Lamp IP44 / Charger IP20

Battery incl.
6 pcs 18650 – 11.1V 

- 4000mAh – 44.4Wh 
Lithium-ion

4 x 18650. 7.4V - 
4000mAh - 29.6Wh

Guarantee 5 years 5 years 5 years

Run time (high mode) 2.8 hours 3

Packaging Box Box Box

Charging level indicator Yes Yes

Colli size 4 pcs 4 pcs 4
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TASK LAMPS TASK LAMPS

The TL2000-R is an aesthetically pleasing and exceptionally 
robust task lamp with built-in re chargeable battery for both 
indoor and outdoor use. 

It’s a lamp that takes the words mobility and flexibility to a completely 
new level. With a total weight of less than 900 g (!!), and a width/
height of just 23 x 20 cm, this is a lamp that really is easy to carry 
around in your toolbox.

The TL2000-R delivers an output of 2000 lumen and comes with a
state-of-the-art ”diffused lens ”.
 
When required the TL2000-R also has a low-power mode with an
output of 800 lumen. All this makes it a fantastically versatile and easy
to use work light that is also safe and gentle on the eyes and can be
adjusted to suit you.

We have designed the TL2000-R with a battery indicator so you 
can always check the power status of your rechargeable battery. 
When it’s time to recharge the battery, the lamp can also be used in 
low-power mode while recharging. Anyone using these lamps on an 
everyday basis knows how useful this can be.

Accessories for the TL2000-R
Tripod: Elwis 80005
Magnet: Elwis 80020-S1
Bonnet:  Elwis 80020-S2

The TL5000 is an aesthetically pleasing and ex ceptionally 
robust task lamp with built-in 220V cable.

If you need a robust and effective work light, then the TL5000 is the 
one for you. This task lamp is everything a good task lamp should be 
as well as having a smart, unique and modern design.  

But first and foremost, the TL5000 delivers fantastic light. It has an 
output of 5000 lumen and has been designed with a state-of-the-art 
”diffused lens ”.  This makes it an extremely comfortable work light 
that is also safe and gentle on the eyes. You can work under this 
lamp all day without ever feeling blinded.

The product is designed with a built-in cable holder to secure the 
220V cable.

And the best of all is... it’s only 32 x 27 x 10 cm and weighs less than 
2 kg. This is a 220V task lamp that really is easy to carry around.

Accessories for the TL 5000
Tripod:  Elwis 80005 
Magnet:  Elwis 80020-S1 
Bonnet:  Elwis 80020-S2

Handy, rechargeable  task lamp with multi purpose clip-on 
functions

Reflector shaped to give approx. 90° beam angle and bright working 
light

2-step light outcome (600 to 1200 lumens) with stepless dimmer 
between steps

Flexible light direction using practical, turnable clip-on rod

Hook – attach via the turnable clip-on rod

Foot stand – attach via the turnable clip-on rod

Exchangeable battery which can be charged in or outside the lamp
Comes with foot stand, hook, clip-on connector/rod, battery and 
230V charger (EU or UK version)

Accessories for the TL2
Tripod:  Elwis 80005 
Magnet:  Elwis 80020-S1 
Bonnet:  Elwis 80020-S2

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftmanship and Industrial

Packaging:
Attractive color box with user manual

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftmanship and Industrial

Packaging:
Attractive color box with user manual

2000 LUMENS 5000 lumenS 600-1200 
LUMENS

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

5 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

RECHARGEABLE IP 65 EXCHANGEABLE 
BATTERY

IK 08 IK 08 MULTI 
FUNCTION USE

Recommended usage:  
Professional Craftmanship and Industrial

Packaging:
Attractive color box with charger and user manual

TL2000-R 80040A TL5000 80045A TL2 80020A
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2 pcs in each box
Can be used for C600-R, C610-R, H600-R, and S8

Battery charger for 2 batteries
3.7V. USB/Micro USB

Extra battery for the PRO H4-R headlamp
Spare/replacement battery for the Elwis PRO H4-R headlamp.
Single sales box designed to either stand, lie or hang as required.
Can charge inside or outside the lamp using the cable that comes with the PRO H4-R headlamp.
Small and handy – easy to bring along.
Spare batteries help you avoid running out of power – just remember to charge the other battery while working.

BAT002 CHG020

BAT010

ACCESSORIES
Here is a part of our accessories assortment. Please don’t hesitate to contact us 
for further information about our whole range of accessories and spare parts.

INTERCHANGEABLE 
BATTERY CONCEPT
Charge the lamp direct with the supplied USB cable or take advantage of 
the interchangeable battery system and have extra batteries and get the 
possibility to always fave fully charged batteries. Use the Elwis charger and 
charge up to 2 batteries at the same time.

Heavy duty telescope tripod for all Elwis task lamps 
Possibility to extend and adapt the height up to 2mtr.
You can mount 1 or 2 lamps at the same time.

TRIPOD 80005
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FOCUS SERIES
The Focus Series is a range of good and simple products which offers great 

Value for Money. The products are perfect for shop and counter sales with 

attractive sales prices for impulse sales.

This is a head lamp that is perfect for many different purposes 
and satisfies the requirements that many of us have for a 
simple everyday
head lamp

The lamp is designed to deliver a 200 lumen beam and we’ve given it
4 different functions: (1). Spotlight full beam, (2) Spotlight low beam,
(3) light with wide angle beam (4). Red light for great nightvision. This 
is a head lamp that has many different uses.

The P300 is a flashlight suitable for DIY and hobby usage.

This is what we would describe as a good basic flashlight. It offers 
300 lumen output and zoomable beam.

The P130 is an inspection lamp aimed at the DIY segment that 
wants ”value for money”. 

It fits perfectly into your car toolbox, can be changed easily, and since 
the batteries are standard AAA they can be purchased anywhere. 
This is the perfect little lamp to take with you on your next trip!

The packaging is designed so that you can test the flashlight out in 
the store without opening the package via the “TRY ME” function. 

100 AND 200 
LUMENS

300 
LUMENS

130 LUMENS

40 LUMENS 190 LUMENS

60 LUMENS

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

2 YEARS 
GUARANTEE

3 X AAA
ALKALINE

3 X AAA
ALKALINE

3 X AAA

IP44 2 X AAA 
ALKALINE

1 X AA

IP44 IP45

POCKET SIZE 
LED PENLIGHT

RUNTIME 3 HOURS BEAM DISTANCE 
100 M.

ROBUST 
HOUSING

Recommended usage: 
Semi-professional Craftsmanship, DIY, entry-level Outdoor. 
Hobby.

Packaging:
Blister

Recommended usage:
DIY, Hobby, Industrial

Packaging:
Box 

Recommended usage:
DIY, Hobby, Industrial

Packaging:
Blister

H200 600H200 

Don’t be fooled by the H40! 

This is a head lamp that is perfect for many different purposes and 
satisfies the requirements that many of us have for a simple everyday 
head lamp. It is affordable and doesn’t take up much space. It also 
has a clip so it can be attached to many different places such as your 
breast pocket, cap, etc.

The H40 is based on a simple design that ensures that, in spite of 
its price, the product is robust. An energy efficient 2W LED ensures 
that the H40 provides up to 3 hours of light using just 2 x CR2025 
batteries. 

The P190 is a classic pencil flashligt 

It is a great  “take anywhere” pencil with clip which makes it fit into 
every pockets.

Recommended usage:  
DIY, Hobby.

Packaging:
Blister

Recommended usage:  
DIY, Hobby, Industrial

Packaging:
Display 

Recommended usage:  
DIY, Hobby, Industrial

Packaging:
Display 

H40 600H40

P130 60085 P60 60032 

The P60 is our “entry level” flashlight and is great value for 
money! 

It has 60LM, a zoom function, a clip to fasten it securely to your pock-
et and of course, it comes with 1 x AA battery.

P190 60040P300 600P300 
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FIND US ON THESE PLATFORMS

Elwis Lighting is the choice for professionals and other 
demanding users who need reliable portable work light for 
all purposes. We bring to market a range of products that 
are technically advanced, safe and functionally superior. 
Whatever we do, we take a “no compromise approach” 

and take in pride in understanding what the Professional 
user needs in order to perform the best! 
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